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with accuracies comparable to those obtained using conventional
NMR structure determination procedures.11,12 However, methods based purely on chemical shifts are generally limited to
proteins containing fewer than ∼120 residues because of combinatorial explosion in the fragment assembly procedure.
Further, the tertiary structure information content inherent
in backbone chemical shifts is minimal. Residual dipolar
couplings (RDCs), which are measured in weakly aligned
media and yield orientational restraints on bond vectors relative
to an external alignment tensor,13,14 have been shown to
result in large improvements in coordinate accuracy even
with minimal NOE restraints.7 Transverse (R2) and longitudinal (R1) relaxation rates, in addition to providing orientational restraints on bond vectors relative to the diﬀusion
tensor,15 are also dependent on the shape and size of the
molecule.1618 In previous work, we have shown that reﬁnement against the rotational diﬀusion tensor is extremely useful
in restraining the molecular shape and size of protein
protein complexes19 and that direct reﬁnement against 15N R2/R1
relaxation rates can accurately drive proteinprotein docking
even in the absence of any other experimental NMR
restraints.20 However, the former work19 does not include
NH bond vector orientational information and does not
reﬁne directly against the R2/R1 ratios, while the latter20
requires fairly accurate starting structures for the individual
proteins for docking and is therefore not applicable for de novo
structure determination. Here we show how relaxation data
(in concert with a few distances) can be used to determine
unknown structures, and we also demonstrate that inclusion of
15
N R2/R1 restraints in a simulated annealing-based structure
determination algorithm results in large increases in the coordinate accuracy of structures generated from sparse distance
restraints. This is illutrated by application to the proteins GB3
(56 residues), ubiquitin (76 residues), and the N-terminal
domain of enzyme I (EIN, 249 residues),
The structure determination protocol makes use of the
molecular structure determination package Xplor-NIH21 in
combination with the Erelax potential,20 which directly minimizes
the diﬀerence between observed and calculated 15N R2/R1 ratios.
The latter are computed from the coordinates and the rotational

ABSTRACT: 15N R2/R1 relaxation data contain information on molecular shape and size as well as on bond vector
orientations relative to the diﬀusion tensor. Since the
diﬀusion tensor can be directly calculated from the molecular coordinates, direct inclusion of 15N R2/R1 restraints in
NMR structure calculations without any a priori assumptions is possible. Here we show that 15N R2/R1 restraints are
particularly valuable when only sparse distance restraints are
available. Using three examples of proteins of varying size,
namely, GB3 (56 residues), ubiquitin (76 residues), and the
N-terminal domain of enzyme I (EIN, 249 residues), we
show that incorporation of 15N R2/R1 restraints results in
large and signiﬁcant increases in coordinate accuracy that
can make the diﬀerence between being able or unable to
determine an approximate global fold. For GB3 and ubiquitin, good coordinate accuracy was obtained using only
backbone hydrogen-bond restraints supplemented by 15N
R2/R1 relaxation restraints. For EIN, the global fold could be
determined using sparse nuclear Overhauser enhancement
(NOE) distance restraints involving only NH and methyl
groups in conjunction with 15N R2/R1 restraints. These
results are of practical signiﬁcance in the study of larger and
more complex systems, where the increasing spectral complexity and number of chemical shift degeneracies reduce
the number of unambiguous NOE asssignments that can be
readily obtained, resulting in progressively reduced NOE
coverage as the size of the protein increases.

T

he mainstay of protein structure determination by NMR
spectroscopy resides in short (<6 Å) interproton distance
restraints derived from nuclear Overhauser enhancement
(NOE) measurements.1,2 As proteins get larger, the number of
NOE restraints that can be unambiguously assigned decreases as
the spectral complexity increases.3 There is therefore considerable interest in developing methods to facilitate NMR structure
determination in cases where only sparse NOE restraints are
available.410 In optimal circumstances, backbone chemical shift
data for selection of protein fragments with similar chemical
shifts from a structure database, combined with the use of
sophisticated modeling software to assemble the fragments and
minimize the resulting models, can potentially generate structures
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Table 1. Summary of Structural Statistics
without/with 15N R2/R1 restraints
GB3
a

ubiquitin

EIN

3.2/1.1

3.5/1.8

14.7/4.1

1.4/1.2

1.3/1.7

11.2/8.1

R2/R1 χ2 c

4.0 ( 0.6/2.0 ( 0.2

5.7 ( 0.7/3.6 ( 0.5

128 ( 30/2.2 ( 0.4

no. of R2/R1 data points excludedc

4.9 ( 0.6/4.7 ( 0.3

5.0 ( 0/5.0 ( 0

15.2 ( 1.2/4.9 ( 0.7

rms deviation from distance restraints (Å)d

0.01 ( 0.00/0.01 ( 0.00

0.01 ( 0.00/0.02 ( 0.01

0.04 ( 0.00/0.05 ( 0.00

rms deviation from φ/ψ torsion angle restraints (deg)d

0.13 ( 0.07/0.36 ( 0.14

0.48 ( 0.10/0.69 ( 0.10

2.87 ( 0.30/3.56 ( 0.33

R-factors for independent validation against RDCs (%)e
bicelles

24 ( 4/18 ( 5

47 ( 7/39 ( 7



phage

47 ( 11/32 ( 5



63 ( 5/55 ( 2

accuracy (Å)

precision (Å)b
experimental restraints

a

Deﬁned as the CR atomic rms diﬀerence between the restrained regularized mean structure and the reference X-ray structure. The PDB codes for the
GB3, ubiquitin, and EIN reference X-ray structures are 1IGD,22 1UBQ,23 and 1ZYM,24 respectively. Residues 7276 of ubquitin are disordered in
solution25 and therefore were excluded in calculating the accuracy. b Deﬁned as the CR atomic rms diﬀerence between the 10 lowest-energy structures
and the restrained regularized mean coordinates. c The χ2 values were normalized over the number of experimental 15N R2/R1 ratios used in the
calculations. Outlier 15N R2/R1 data points were automatically excluded during the calculation as described in the text. d The number of experimental
restraints in each case is provided in the text. It should be noted that for each hydrogen bond, there were two distance restraints: NO and HNO were
set to 1.83.3 and 1.82.3 Å, respectively. e The RDC R-factor, Rdip, is expressed as Rdip = [Æ(Dobs  Dcalcd)2æ/(2ÆDobs2æ)]1/2 where Dobs and Dcalcd are
the observed and calculated RDCs, respectively.26 The latter were calculated by singular value decomposition using Xplor-NIH.21 The RDCs for GB3
and ubiquitin were taken from refs 32 and 33, respectively. The RDCs for free EIN were obtained from ref 38.

diﬀusion tensor, which is itself calculated from the shape and size
of the molecule as described previously.19,20 The eﬀects of
increased viscosity at higher protein concentrations, giving rise
to increased R2/R1 ratios and concomitantly to an increase in the
rotational correlation time, are handled by iterative optimization
(during the course of simulated annealing) of the apparent
diﬀusion tensor temperature (within a speciﬁed range of (10),
which collects uncertainties in sample temperature, viscosity, and
hydration layer description.19 The protocol starts from a random
coil conformation and employs extensive (200 ps) torsion angle
dynamics sampling of conformational space27 at high temperature (3500 K) followed by simulated annealing. Further details of
the protocol are provided in the Supporting Information (SI). The
target function comprised only experimental NMR restraints, a
multidimensional torsion angle database potential of mean force,28
a quartic van der Waals repulsion potential,29 and terms to maintain idealized covalent geometries. For each example, we calculated
100 structures and selected for analysis the 10 structures having the
lowest total energy.
In contrast to our previous work20 on protein docking, in
which outliers in the 15N R2/R1 data (due to either large
amplitude psns motions or conformational exchange line
broadening30) could easily be excluded because the structures
of the individual component proteins of the complex were
known, a priori exclusion of outliers was not possible in this
instance. We therefore employed, during the course of the
structure calculations, a fully automated, iterative data-ﬁltering
procedure wherein the mean (mdiﬀ) and standard deviation
(σdiﬀ) of the diﬀerences d = Fexptl  Fcalcd between the experimental and calculated R2/R1 ratios (F = R2/R1) are used to
establish a threshold (Δcut) for excluding outliers. This threshold
is given by the expression Δcut = |mdiﬀ| þ wcutσdiﬀ, where wcut > 0
is a constant. Erelax is then deﬁned as follows:
Erelax ¼ krelax

n

∑
i¼1

Fðdi Þ
σi 2

where
(
Fðdi Þ ¼

di 2 ,
A þ Bjdi jR ,

jdi j e Δcut
jdi j > Δcut

ð2Þ

where i enumerates all of the experimental data points, the σi are
the errors in the data, and krelax is a force constant. The constants
2
Rþ2
A = (2 þ R)Δcut /R and B = 2Δcut /R are chosen to ensure
that Erelax and its gradients are continuous functions. The
exponent R determines the rate at which Erelax reaches its
asymptotic behavior for |di| > Δcut. In the current calculations,
R was set to 8. Thus, in the region |Fexptl  Fcalcd| e Δcut, Erelax
has the usual χ2 form, while outside these boundaries, Erelax
rapidly becomes independent of the diﬀerence between the
experimental and calculated R2/R1 ratios.
The energy term updates the values of mdiﬀ and σdiﬀ during the
course of the structure calculation protocol, concomitantly with
tessellation of the protein surface (used to compute the diﬀusion
tensor from the molecular shape and size)19,20 to avoid any
numerical discontinuities in the time-dependent behavior of
Erelax. During the initial stages of the protocol, when the protein
conformation is far from the ﬁnal state, the value of mdiﬀ can
readily deviate from zero and exceed the value of the standard
deviation (i.e., |mdiﬀ| > σdiﬀ). Consequently, having the term
|mdiﬀ| in the deﬁnition of Δcut ensures that not too many
relaxation data points are excluded during the early stages of
the calculation. Toward the end of the calculation, where mdiﬀ ≈ 0,
only the value of σdiﬀ determines Δcut. In all of our calculations,
we used wcut = 1.5, which provides the same average fraction of
excluded outliers in the relaxation data as the previously used
ﬁltering procedure based on a known structure.20 In addition, the
identities of the excluded residues were very similar (see the SI),
indicating that the iterative procedure reliably identiﬁes outliers
arising from either local motions or errors in the experimental
data. In this regard, the majority of excluded residues were

ð1Þ
B
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located in either tails, loops, or hinge regions at junctions
between secondary structure elements.
To assess the impact of 15N R2/R1 relaxation restraints on the
coordinate accuracy of structures computed on the basis of sparse
distance restraints, we made use of three examples. For two small
proteins, GB3 (56 residues; diﬀusion anisotropy of ∼1.3)31,32
and ubiquitin (76 residues; diﬀusion anisotropy of ∼1.2),25,33 the
distance restraints corresponded exclusively to backbone hydrogen bonds that could be easily identiﬁed from a qualitative
interpretation of the backbone NOE data.1 For the larger protein
EIN (249 residues; diﬀusion anisotropy 1.7),34 the backbone
hydrogen-bond restraints were supplemented by NHNH,
NHmethyl, and methylmethyl NOE restraints that could
be readily assigned from an analysis of three- or four-dimensional
heteronuclear-ﬁltered NOE spectra acquired on [13CH3-ILV]/
[2H/13C/15N]-labeled samples.35,36 (These NOE restraints
were selected out of the previously published complete set of
NOE restraints34.) For all three cases, the NOE data were
supplemented by backbone φ/ψ torsion angle restraints obtained directly from backbone 1H/15N/13C chemical shifts using
the program TALOSþ.37 For GB332 and ubquitin,33 there were
51 and 68 15N R2/R1 restraints, respectively, measured at a
spectrometer frequency of 600 MHz; 35 and 28 backbone
hydrogen bonds (with two distance restraints per hydrogen
bond), respectively; and 104 and 130 φ/ψ restraints, respectively. For EIN, there were 117 15N R2/R1 restraints measured at
750 MHz,38 114 backbone hydrogen bonds, 804 NOE restraints
involving only NH and methyl groups, and 484 φ/ψ torsion
angle restraints. The results of the calculations are summarized
in Table 1, and comparisons of the structures calculated with
and without 15N R2/R1 restraints versus the corresponding
reference X-ray structures are shown in Figure 1. In each
instance, the parameters of the diﬀusion tensor calculated from
the molecular shape and size of the 10 lowest-energy structures were in excellent agreement with those calculated directly
from the NH bond vector orientations in the reference
structure (see the SI).
In the case of both GB3 and ubiquitin, hydrogen-bond
restraints alone provided an approximate fold. The accuracy of
the resulting coordinates was poor, however, with CR atomic
root-mean-square (rms) diﬀerences of 3.2 and 3.5 Å, respectively, with respect to the corresponding reference X-ray structures. Inclusion of the 15N R2/R1 restraints improved the
accuracy by a factor of ∼3, resulting in CR rms diﬀerences with
respect to the reference structures of 1.1 and 1.8 Å, respectively,
for the restrained regularized mean coordinates (Table 1 and
Figure 1). Interestingly, inclusion of 15N R2/R1 restraints did not
increase the precision. This is important because in the absence
of 15N R2/R1 restraints, the coordinate precision was a factor of
23 higher than the coordinate accuracy, whereas the precision
and accuracy were comparable when 15N R2/R1 restraints were
included. In addition, independent validation against NH
residual dipolar couplings (RDC) indicated that inclusion of
the 15N R2/R1 restraints resulted in relative improvements of
1725% in the RDC R-factor.
For the larger EIN protein, hydrogen-bond restraints alone
were not suﬃcient to obtain a correct fold irrespective of the
inclusion of the 15N R2/R1 restraints (CR rms diﬀerence of
1721 Å with respect to the X-ray coordinates). However, the
addition of sparse NOE restraints involving only NH and methyl
groups permitted an approximate fold to be obtained in the
presence of 15N R2/R1 restraints. The accuracy of the CR

Figure 1. Comparison of structures calculated with sparse distance
restraints either (A) without (blue) or (B) with (green) the inclusion of
15
N R2/R1 relaxation restraints vs the corresponding X-ray structures
(red). For GB3 and ubquitin, the sparse restraints consisted exclusively
of backbone hydrogen-bond restraints, while for EIN they also included
NOE-derived interproton distance restraints involving NH and methyl
groups. The PDB codes for the X-ray structures are 1IGD,22 1UBQ,23
and 1ZYM.24.

positions of the restrained minimized mean coordinates was
4.1 Å, compared with 14.7 Å without 15N R2/R1 restraints, and
the relative improvement in the RDC R-factor was 1015%.
It should be noted that the precision of the 10 lowest-energy
EIN structures obtained with 15N R2/R1 restraints was rather
low, and in this instance, there were several local minima with
approximately the same overall energy. This is due to several
factors: (i) the number of structural restraints in relation to the
number of residues in the protein is sparse; (ii) the 15N
relaxation data possess intrinsic ambiguity associated with the
fourfold symmetry of the 15N R2/R1 ratios with regard to
the NH bond vector orientations relative to the diﬀusion
tensor; and (iii) the number of distance restraints between the
R and R/β subdomains of EIN (top and bottom in Figure 1) is
sparse, causing small rms displacements at the interface of the
two subdomains to translate into much larger atomic rms
displacements at the outer edges of the molecule. Nevertheless,
the inclusion of 15N R2/R1 restraints made the diﬀerence
between obtaining or not obtaining an approximately correct
global fold.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that direct inclusion of
15
N R2/R1 restraints into NMR structure calculations results
in large increases in accuracy when only sparse NOE-derived
C
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interproton distance restraints are available by providing information on both molecular size and shape and NH bond vector
orientations. The key feature in comparison with earlier work15 is
that the diﬀusion tensor was calculated at each step of the
calculation on the basis of the current molecular surface. This
entailed only a relatively modest (∼70%) increase in computational time relative to simulated-annealing calculations without
relaxation data restraints. From a practical standpoint, the
current results are signiﬁcant because NOE coverage necessarily
becomes sparser with increasing size and complexity of the
protein as a result of increasing numbers of chemical shift
degeneracies and unresolvable ambiguities in NOE assignments.
However, because the method depends on calculation of the
diﬀusion tensor from the shape and size of the molecule, some
precautions do have to be taken, as this approach would not be
suitable for proteins that aggregate or consist of domains that
reorient independently of one another (e.g., proteins such as
Ca2þ-loaded calmodulin, in which the two domains are connected by a highly ﬂexible linker and there are no stable
interdomain contacts). The method, however, is applicable to
completely spherical proteins (diﬀusion anisotropy of 1), since
the R2/R1 data still provide restraints on shape and size even
though information on bond vector orientations is no longer
present.
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